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Appendix 2: Elwha Rivet Fish Restoration Plan

Restoration Options

Principal restoration activities for all stocks (except searun cutthroat and char) fall into five general categories,
for which timelines and costs follow.

Stock-statais assessment. The most ciurent information on stock status was used to determine the suitability and
availability of Elwha stocks for restoration. Although use of native fish stocks should yield the greatest adult
rehirn (Reisenbichler 1988; Nickelson et al. 1986) and native stock is the first priority in restoration options (if
available), past hatchery introductions and loss of upriver habitat have significantly reduced or eliminated a
n~unber of native Elwha fish stocks. Efforts have been underway for several years to identify and develop native
Elwha stocks, or locate the most suitable substitutes.

Broodstock development, maintenance, and protection. Hatchery support is necessary to develop and maintain
broodstock for juvenile outplanting. The two fish facilities in the lower river (Washington Department of Fish
and Wildlife's rearing channel and the Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe's hatchery) would be modified to produce
juvenile fish for outplanting. During periods of poor water quality during and immediately after dam removal,
the Department of Fish and Wildlife Soleduc Hatchery on the Washington coast would serve as a temporary
brood refuge for Chinook salmon, and the tribe's hatchery would serve as a temporary brood refuge for .other
stocks (steelhead, coho, and chum salmon) as noted below.

Insofar as feasible, within-basin hatchery facilities would be used to develop and maintain brood to reduce
logistical costs in fish transfer and avoid fish-transfer restrictions due to fish disease concerns. Facility
modifications would include improvements to water supply and upgrades in incubation and support capability.
Modifications would incorporate innovative hatchery practices (such as sub-surface feeders, cover, and n►gose
incubation substrate) that simulate nah►ral rearing conditions and potentially improve survival in ;the wild
(Wtmderlich and Pantaleo 1995).

Fish collections for brood development would rely on traditional netting and/or hook-and-line sampling. A
reconnaissance engineering survey (Rainey 1993) indicated little potential for temporary weirs or similar devices
for collecting salmon and steelhead brood in the lower Eiwha River.

Outplanting. Outplanting would be done for at least ten years to allow for uncertainties in stock availability and
reintroduction methods. Outplants would be at levels consistent with .carrying capacity and expected
redistribution of outplanted fish. Carrying capacity estimates are based on Hosey and Associates (1988) habitat
surveys (figure 1). Stocks. with potentially long rearing between outplanting and emigration would be seeded in
the low range of their expected carrying capacity, while smolts would be seeded at or somewhat above carrying
capacity.

This plan emphasizes juvenile outplanting at very early life stages (including eyed egg and swim-up fry). to
reduce hatchery exposure and increase natural selection-factors believed advantageous to sustained stuvival in
the wild. However, other outplant strategies (in terms of time, size, and location) may be pursued, given the'
uncertainties involved in restoring anadromous salmonids (Fedorenko and Shepherd 1986; Winton and Hilbom
1994). Time and life history stage (egg development or fish size) of hatchery outplants would mimic that of wild
cohorts to reduce competition/predation and optimize survival. Table 2 summarizes pertinent life. history
information on stocks intended for outplanting in the upper Elwha River basin.

For outplanting p~uposes, the river basin was divided into reaches believed most suitable for reintroduction of
each stock.. Carlson Canyon Falls (river mile 34) was considered the division between spring and summer/fall
Chinook habitat and between summer and winter steelhead habitat; the Rica Canyon entrance (river mile 16) was
considered the upper limit of pink and chum salmon habitat (figure 1). No outplanting would be done above
reported nat~ual barriers (Hosey and Associates 1988).

Outplanting method would vary by location. Above river mile 16, outplanting of all stocks would be done by
helicopter airlift (Wunderlich et al. 1993) because of lack of road access.   , a   g     
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           pring-through-fall nesting and roosting)    
    Below river mile 16, outplanting would be done by conventional tank tnick.

Temporary conditioning, or acclimation, ponds would be employed where possible for Chinook and steelhead
outplants . to increase survival and adult return to the vicinity of the ponds. Such ponds would include side
channels fitted with temporary water control stnictures to allow short-term (up to two months) holding and
rearing prior to initial emigration.

Harvest Management. Management of impacting fisheries is an integral part of fisheries restoration. Over the
rebuilding period, harvest rates would be phased down on stocks presently supported by hatchery production
(summer/fall Chinook salmon, coho salmon, winter and summer steelhead) to a level conducive to wild
production. Guidelines for achieving these harvest .management goals are found in the Puget. Sound Salmon
Management Plan and the draft Salmon and Steelhead Management Plan for Strait of Juan de Fuca Terminal
Areas.

Primary harvest management responsibilities are shared by the .state of Washington, the tribe, and Olympic
National Park. Specifically, the Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe has the primary responsibility for managing tribal
fisheries in the Elwha River and other terminal areas in the Strait of Juan de Fuca. The Washington Department
of Fish and Wildlife is responsible for the management of marine and freshwater (outside the park) nontribal
salmon and steelhead fisheries, while Olympic National Park is responsible for managing nontribal fisheries
within park boundaries. Although the state and tribe have primary harvest management responsibilities. in marine
waters, harvest management must be coordinated with the Pacific Fisheries Management Council and the Pacific
Salmon Commission.

Evaluation. Evaluation is a necessary-and integral component of the restoration plan. Evaluation components
inchtde selection of appropriate brood sources where more than one potential source exists, refinement of the
restoration plan as more information on existing stock status becomes available, and determination of the
effectiveness of reintroduction measures as indicated by adult returns or, in some cases, smolt output and
survival.

A summary of restoration options for all stocks appears in table 1, and a detailed description of each restoration
option follows. A timeline of major restoration activities appears in table 3; an outplanting schedule for all stocks
appears in table 4.

For reference, a brief summary of current Elwha stock stahis precedes each stock's restoration options.
Additional information on Elwha fish stock stahis is available in WDF et al. (1993) and FERC (1993).

Winter Steelhead

Elwha Stock Status

The early portion of the winter run steelhead (December through March) is largely based on Lower Elwha
Klallam Tribal Hatchery production of nonnative stock, while the late portion of the run (mid-February through
June) is considered a mixedl, wild2 stock which is depressed3 because of habitat loss associated with the Elwha
dams (WDF et al. 1993).

Escapement of late-nm winter steelhead is unknown (WDF et al. 1993). Over the past three years, the Elwha
Klallam Tribal Fisheries Department has taken nonlethal electrophoretic samples (Robbins et al. 1988) from a
portion of the late winter steelhead nm. When analyzed later this year, these samples should provide important
information on the genetic make-up of the Elwha late winter nm steeihead.
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Appendix 2: Elwha River Fish Restoration Plan

Option 1: Rely on upper-river rainbow trout population to naturally re-establish a native rura.

This option relies on the existing rainbow trout population in the upper river to naturally reestablish a searun
population after dam removal. Genetic work conducted by Reisenbichler and Phelps (1989) first revealed that
these upper-basin trout may be descendants of Elwha steelhead, trapped in the upper river when Elwha Dam
closed. Likewise, incidental caphire of steelhead smolts at Elwha Dam's hubine screen suggested the upper river
harbored a remnant steelhead population (Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation 1991). Headwater
rainbow populations above constnicted barriers in the mid-Columbia River are also believed to produce
steelhead smolts (Mullan et al. 1992).

In 1994, an evaluation of the source and magnitude of steelhead smolt output .from the upper Elwha River was
attempted (Hiss and Wunderlich 1994a). A fish trap was installed at river-mile 11, below Glines Canyon Dam, to
enumerate and sample steelhead smolts. Resident adult rainbow trout were also collected in several mid-river
tributaries to assess their genetic (electrophoretic) similarity to nearby steelhead stocks. Results suggested that
only a small munber of steelhead smolts (< 1,000) emigrated from the upper watershed, but they were. indeed
physiologically ready for marine existence.

Preliminary genetic analysis of mid-river adult rainbow trout samples (S. Phelps, WDFW, personal
communication) suggested that historical hatchery rainbow trout releases in the upper. basin had only limited
success at reproducing in the wild. Moreover, collections from one site, the Little River (figure 1), suggested no
evidence of hatchery rainbow trout origin, and that this subpopulation was similar to Olympic Peninstila
steelhead.

Taken together, these results imply that the existing upper river rainbow trout could reestablish steelhead Wins in
the Elwha River. Given the small number of smolts produced, however, recovery could be a long process. Since
pilot tests to culh~re the offspring of feral rainbow trout from the upper basin have not been successfiil {J. Meyer,
Olympic National Park, personal communication), enhancement is not recommended at this time.

Option 2: Enhance late-rain, lower-river stock.

This option, pursued concurrently with option 1, involves      g        
  i      p  g      This late-Win stock is known to be primarily of

wild origin (WDF et al. 1993; Winter 1989; Wunderlich and Hager 1993). If electrophoretic sampling by the
Lower Elwha Klallam Tribal Fisheries Department suggests these fish are native Elwha stock, enhancement
followed by outplanting would be pursued. Swim-up fry would also be outplanted in side' channel habitat at two
mid-river sites (Goldie and Hayes Rivers, figure 1) during spring/early summer, up to two years before dam
removal. Direct eyed egg plants may also be done in suitable stream gravels of stable upriver tributaries d~uing
spring (table 2). Presmolts (9/lb) would be outplanted at two mid-river acclimation sites. (Little River and Lake
Sutherland), where fish. would be held and fed for up to two months prior to volitional emigration:

As an added measLUe to conserve the remaining lower-river wild stock during evahiation and brood
development, winter nm hatchery releases from the tribal hatchery would be marked (adiposeclipped) beginning
in 1996 (D. Morrill, Elwha Tribe Fisheries Department, personal communication). Management could then
institute catch-and-release for wild stock in the lower river steelhead .fishery.

Option 3: Rely on natural recolonization by lower-river stock.

Natural recolonization of the upper river is expected to occur over an uncertain time period once access to the.
upper river is reestablished. Because of the strong nonnative influence in the early returning portion of the: nm
due to the hatchery program, this option is considered least desirable.
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Summer Steelhead

Elwha Stock Status

Summer run steelhead are considered depressed due to loss of habitat associated with the Elwha dams, and
escapement is unknown (WDF et al. 1993). The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife currently releases
nonnative summer steelhead (Skamania stock) in the lower river from the. Bogachiel Rearing Ponds (Johnson,.
WDFW, personal communication).

Option I: Rely on the upper-river rainbow trout population to reestablish native run.

This option is the same as option 1 for winter steelhead. As noted above, it is possible that a component of the
landlocked rainbow trout population in the upper watershed would display summer return timing. That reach of
the upper Elwha River above river mile 34 (Carlson Canyon Falls) would be reserved for steelhead
reestablishment under this and following options.

Option 2: Rely on natural recolonization by lower-river stock.

Natural recolonization of the upper river is expected to occur over an uncertain time period once access to the
upper river is reestablished. In the absence of other measures to introduce suiruner steelhead in the uppermost
reaches of the river basin, the lower river stock would gradually penetrate the watershed, but the recolonization
period could be lengthy given the depressed .status of the stock. To reduce nonnative hatchery influence in the
lower-river stock prior to dam removal, Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife hatchery releases from the
Bogachiel Rearing Ponds would be discontinued.

Option 3: Enhance native component of lower-river stock.

This option involves enhancement of any remaining native component of the lower Elwha River stock followed
by outplanting in the upper watershed (above river mile 34). However, the depressed status of this stock, coupled
with a history of nonnative hatchery releases in the lower river, suggest that few natives are left.

Searun Cutthroat and Native Char

Elwha Stock Status

Status of seanin cutthroat and native char in the lower river is unknown, but these populations are likely
negatively affected by loss of access to the upper river and habitat degradation in the lower river due to the
Elwha dams. Searun cutthroat in the lower river may be limited by lack of small tributaries for spawning and
rearing due to the Elwha dams (FERC 1993). There has. been no past enhancement of searun cutthroat in the
Elwha River, and no brood sources are available in the Elwha River vicinity (Freymond, WDFW, personal
communication).

Option 1: Rely on natural recolonization.

Natural recolonization of the upper river is expected over an uncertain time period once access to the upper river
is reestablished. Remnant, landlocked forms of both species may exist in the upper watershed in an analogous
manner to rainbow/steelhead, noted above. These resident populations may contribute to reestablishment of
native anadromous populations after removal of the Elwha dams.
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Appendix 2: Elwha River Fish Restoration Plan

Spring Chinook Salmon

Elwha Stock Status

Spring Chinook, if present, are undoubtedly very limited. Loss of access to upriver habitat due to the Elwha
dams, coupled with possible co-temporal spawning with other Chinook in the lower river, have reduced their
numbers and perhaps their genetic distinction from later-timed Chinook. Nonnative hatchery releases of Soleduc
and Dungeness spring Chinook were also made in the lower Elwha River in 1973 and 1977, respectively (FERC
1993).

Over the past several years, gillnet sampling has shown that very few Chinook enter the Elwha River before early
Jtme (D. Morrill, Lower Elwha Klallam Tribal Fisheries Department, personal communication; Wunderlich and
Hager 1993). Enhancing this portion of the run using native stock is therefore unlikely.

Option 1: Otrtplant ja~venile summer/fall Elwha stock and rely on natural processes to establish an early run.

This restoration strategy entails collecting eggs from the early portion of the nin, then outplanting juveniles in
the uppermost reaches of the basin. Outplanting juveniles .should accelerate the process of introducing the stock
within its assumed historic range (above river mile 34).

When exposed to the upper river's environment, the existing summer/fall stock can be expected to exhibit ari
earlier-timed component (spring type), although it may take some generations for this expression to manifest
itself (E. Brannon, University of Idaho, personal communication). An earlier-timed component would respond in
part to the upper river's cooler temperahire regimen, requiring earlier return and spawn timing to complete the-
life cycle (Brannon and Hershberger 1983). Among Pacific salmon, Chinook are known to adapt rapidly to new
sihiations (Healey 1991); signifcant shifts in spawn timing have been reported in response to new environmental
conditions (Kwain and Thomas 1984).

Pre-smolts (180/lb) would be aerially outplanted in early spring above river mile 34 at a relatively high density
(25% over carrying capacity), with some downstream displacement expected. This outplanting strategy would
have two significant benefits in restoring a nahlral run to the upper Elwha River:

It would allow at least some imprinting to improve reh►rn to the upper river, yet minimize interference
with natural emigration (alteration of natural emigration patterns can negatively affect marine migration
and survival). Outplanting in early spring would be before any appreciable emigration pulse could be
expected, based on previous Elwha emigration shidies and data on smolt readiness (AT ase) for this
stock (Wtmderlich and Diiley 1990). -

• It would mimic the expected time and size of natural outmigrants, which should improve survival and
adult retm~n (Reimers 1979). Time and size of outplanting would correspond closely fo that previotisly
observed among Chinook emigrating from the upper Elwha River (Dilley and Wtmderlich 1990)...

Summer/Fall Chinook Salmon

Elwha Stock Statics

Summer/fall Chinook are a native stock of composite4 production associated with both the state and tribal fish
facilities in the lower river. Stock stahis is healthy 5 (WDF et a]. 1993).

Option 1: Outplant ja~venile Elwha stock.

This restoration strategy involves collecting eggs across the range of the Elwha Chinook spawn timing, then
outplanting spring subyearlings to mid-river sites. Fingerlings (120-150/lb) would be outplanted to two mid-river
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acclimation sites (Little River and Lake Sutherland), held and fed for up to two months, then allowed to
volitionally emigrate. Fingerlings would not be held at acclimation sites beyond Jtuie 30, however, since tag
studies at the state fish facility suggest that rearing Elwha, Chinook past this date results in poor survival (P.
Crain, Elwha Klallam Tribal Fisheries Department, personal communication). Additionally, fingerlings (90/lb)
would be outplanted at a variety of mid-river sites during spring. Direct eyed egg plants may also be done in
suitable stream gravels of stable upriver tributaries in early fall (table 2).

Given the healthy condition of this stock and the existence of hatchery production in the lower river, brood
should be readily available. However, to safeguard the stock during the dam removal period, the state's Elwha
facility production (450,000 yearlings and 2.2 million subyearlings) would be temporarily transferred to the their
Soleduc Hatchery (north Washington coast) for up to three years, differentially marked to retain stock integrity,
then returned in total to their Elwha facility.

Option 2: Rely on natural recolonization.

In the absence of other measures to introduce summer/fall, Chinook in the tipper river basin, the lower river stock
would gradually penetrate the watershed over an extended time period. However, during the Elwha dam removal
period, the same measures to protect the Elwha stock (transfer to state Soleduc Hatchery) would be necessary.

Coho Salmon-

Elwha Stock Status

Coho salmon are a mixed stock of composite production associated with hatchery facilities in the lower Elwha
River; status of the stock is healthy (WDF et al. 1993). Hatchery production began with Dungeness and Elwha
parents at the state facility, but is now only at the tribal facility (FERC 1993).

Option 1: Outplant juvenile Elwha stock.

This option entails aerially outplanting Elwha subyearlings (swim-up fry) up to one year before complete dam
removal. 0utplanting would be at two mid-river sites (Elkhorn and Press Valley) at high densities (25% over
carrying capacity). At these sites, fry would be hand distributed to ensure good dispersion. Scatter planting is
preferable to mass planting of juvenile coho salmon, given their yearlong freshwater residency and strongly
territorial behavior (Salo and Bayliff 1958). Direct eyed egg plants may also be made in suitable stream gravels
of stable upriver tributaries in late fall (table 2).

Outplanting would be done only in mid-river sites above river mile 16 to reduce predation on juvenile pink and
Chian salmon outplants below this point (see succeeding sections on pink and chum salmon). On-station hatchery
coho smolt releases would be delayed until June 1 to reduce predation on emigrating pink and chum salmon.

The existing Elwha coho salmon stock should be readily available for outplanting given its healthy status and the..
hatchery program; this stock is also the closest to native Elwha stock. During the dam removal period, the tribal .
hatchery would maintain its brood run of coho salmon and act to safeguard the stock.

Option 2: Rely on natural recolonization.

In the absence of other measures to introduce coho in the upper river basin, natural recolonization is expected to
occur over an uncertain time period once access to the upper river is re-established.

..
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Appendix 2: Elwha River Fish Restoration Plan

Pink Salmon

Elwha Stock Status

Pink salmon are described as a native, wild stock whose status is critical based on chronically low escapements
over the past decade (only four individuals were observed in extensive surveys in 1989 compared to counts of
over a thousand in the early 1970s) (WDE et al. 1993). Most observers consider the stock extinct, and it has been
petitioned for listing under the federal Endangered Species Act.

Chronically low escapements cast doubt on sufficient brood to establish a hatchery program. The existing lower
river nin is, in all probability, non-viable and probably consists only of Dungeness strays; the presence of an
adequate genetic base to restore a run is also questionable (Jim Ames, WDFW, personal communication).
Optimally, at least several hundred breeding individuals are desirable to avoid long-term problems of inbreeding
and loss of genetic variability (Waples 1991).

Option 1: Import a~pper-river Dungeness stock.

The Dungeness River pink salmon run has several desirable traits as a donor stock for the Elwha. It is a native,
wild stock (WDF et al. 1993) which has an "upper-river" component that ret~uns early (late July) and spawns
high in the system (spawning peaks at the end of August) (Lichatowich 1992). Upper-river spawning would
encourage colonization throughout available habitat in the Elwha. Early return and upper-river spawning. would;
minimize the risk of adversely affecting any remnant Elwha pink nui, as historical. spawner survey data for the
Elwha indicate aSeptember-to-October spawn timing (WDFW spawner survey data base), which is considerably
later than upriver Dungeness stock. The Dungeness River is also geographically close to the Elwha and lies'
within the same fish health management zone, which would facilitate-inter-basin transfer of fish or eggs.

The upper river Dungeness pink stock is a potential long-term prospect as a donor source for the Elwha.
Unfort~mately, this stock is presently considered depressed due to chronically low escapements (WDF et aL
1993), and is itself the subject of restoration planning (Lichatowich 1992). When the nm rebounds, agreement on
stock transfer would be needed between state and. tribal management entities before export to Elwha, including
concLUrence on threshold levels of escapement before removal (B. Sele, Jamestown Tribe, personal
communication). Comprehensive assessments of limiting factors have been made to reverse the Dungeness
population's decline for firture transfers to the Elwha (Hiss 1994, 1995a).

The outplant strategy shown in table 4 includes mass outplanting at densities within the possible carrying
capacity of the lower river (below river mile 16, the assumed historical limit of pink salmon range). Mass
outplanting is recommended to swamp predators that can significantly limit juvenile pink populations (Ames,
WDFW, personal communication). Remote site incubators also may be employed to introduce juvenile pink
salmon.

Since this option (and option 2 below) relies on importing fish, and the existing Elwha stock is considered by
most observers to be nonviable, no meas«res to protect any remnant Elwha stock during dam removal .are
planned.

Option 2: Import Finch Creek Stock.

If option 1 fails, option 2 consists of importing pink salmon stock from the Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife Finch Creek Hatchery program in Hood Canal. The Finch Creek stock originated from the Dungeness in
the 1950s, and it has been maintained without infusion of outside stocks since. This stock is now considered
genetically distinct from the Dungeness based on electrophoretic analysis. Hatchery egg takes are relatively
stable and approach 2 million (Ames, WDFW, personal communication).
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A portion of the Finch Creek stock would be moved to the Elwha system for hatchery culh►re and outplanting.
More stringent fish-health transfer restrictions could be required because of its geographic location.

Chum Salmon

Elwha Stock Status

Chum salmon are considered a native, wild stock (WDF et al. 1993). The tribal hatchery produced nonnative
chum (principally Walcott Slough from Hood Canal), but the program was discontimied about 1980. Spawner
surveys conducted over the past two seasons indicated population sizes of only approximately 150 in 1993-1994
(Wunderlich et al. 1994) and 300 in 1994-1995 (Hiss 1995b), compared to historical estimates in the many
thousands of spawners. The early portion of the run appears to be native Elwha stock, based on available genetic
(electrophoretic) information. The population is largely confined to side channels in the lower one mile of river.
An emigration shady of Elwha chum salmon this past spring (R. Peters, USFWS, personal communication)
suggested that predation by hatchery coho releases in the lower river may be one important factor in the Elwha
chum population's current decline.

Option 1: Enhance existing Elwha stock.

Considering the limited number of Elwha chum, plus lack of an Elwha hatchery brood rim, a brood run would be
established at the tribal hatchery prior to dam removal (table 3). Brood collection would focus on any
identifiable native .component as a first priority. Smolt outplants (450/lb) and egg outplants in remote site
incubators would be done below river mile 16 (the presumed historical upper limit of chum salmon range)
(Manuel et a1.1991).

Option 2: Rely on natural recolonization.

Once access is reestablished, nahiral recolonization of the lower river (below river mile 16) would occur over an
uncertain time period. Since measures to protect the stock during the dam removal period would still be
necessary, brood collection would be done also under this option.

Sockeye Salmon

Elwha Stock Status

The native lower river stock no longer exists because Elwha Dam blocks access to Lake Sutherland (figure 1),
which is needed to complete the freshwater phase of the sockeye life cycle (FERC 1993).

Option l: Rely on Lake Sutherland kokanee to reestablish a native sockeye run.

Kokanee (nonanadromous sockeye) may retain the genetic drive for anadromy over a number of generations; this
phenomenon underpins the draft recovery plan for Snake River sockeye salmon in the Stanley Lakes Basin of
Idaho (Bevan et al. 1992). Regaining unrestricted access to the sea by removal of screens in the Lake Sutherland
outlet (after removal of Elwha Dam) may, in' time, permit reestablishment of a native sockeye. run from the
existing kokanee population of Lake Sutherland. Indian Creek also would be surveyed to ensure that passage
(adult and juvenile) is possible.

A key question is the uncertain parentage of Lake Sutherland kokanee. Washington State hatchery records
indicate release of nonnative (Lake Whatcom stock) kokanee in Lake Sutherland from at least 1944 until 1964.
The Lake Sutherland kokanee population has sustained itself to present, but the influence of nonnative kokanee
releases on the native kokanee/sockeye population is uncertain.
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Appendix 2: Elwha River Fish Restoration Plan

To answer questions about Elwha sockeye. restoration, an examination of the existing kokanee population was
conducted in 1994 to determine the number and genetic makeup (by DNA testing) of Lake Sutherland kokanee,
the lake's productive potential for sockeye, and whether smolt production presently occurs in the kokanee
population (Hiss and Wunderiich 1994b). Results to date suggest that a historic sockeye population of at least
several thousand beach spawners exist, but no evidence of anadromy (smolt production) in the lake's kokanee
population was found. Information on genetic makeup of the kokanee population will be available later this year.

The presumptions of Elwha sockeye parentage and ability to stimulate anadromy may not be met, and prospects
for successfully importing a nonnative stock are not optimistic. Reliance on natural reestablishment of sockeye
is, therefore, the only proposal.

Costs

Costs to support the fish restoration plan total $6.7 million. These consist of hatchery production and program
management costs (table 3), phis capital improvements in the Elwha Klallam Tribal and Washington Department
of Fish and Wildlife f sh facilities (table 5). In total, these funds cover fish stock assessment, brood development
and maintenance, outplanting, and project evaluation and management over the entire period of fish restoration.
Hatchery support and outplanting costs asstune maximum fish production ~mder any option at target outplanting
levels (table 4).
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Table 1. Summary of options for restoring Elwha River anad~omous fish
OPTION DESCRIPTION

Winter Steelhead

1 Rely on upper-river rainbow trout population to re-establish native run.

2 Enhance late-nin, lower-river stock.

3 Rely on nahiral recolonization by lower-river stock.

Summer steelhead

1 Rely on the upper-river rainbow trout population to re-establish native nia

2 Rely on nahiral recolonization by lower river stock.

3 Enhance native component of lower-river stock.

Searun Cutthroat and Native Char

1 Rely on natural recolonization.

Spring Chinook salmon

l Outplant juvenile summer/fall Elwha stock and rely on nah~ral processes to establish an early
nm.

Summer/Fall Chinook Salmon

1 Outplant juvenile Elwha stock.

2 Rely on nahiral recolonization.

Coho Salmon

1 Outplant juvenile Elwha stock.

2 Rely on natural recolonization.

` Pink Salmon

1 Import upper-river Dungeness stock.
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OPTION DESCRIPTION

2 Import Finch Creek stock.

Chum Salmon

1 Enhance existing E(wha stock.

2 Rely on natural recolonization.

Sockeye Salmon

1 Rely on Lake Sutherland kokanee to re-establish a native sockeye nm.

Table 2. Spawning, inczrbation, and emigration data on stocks targeted for outplanting.
Data based on lower Elwha stocks, except for pink salmon

__ (which is upper Dungeness River stock).
STOCK SPAWNING SPAWNING PEAK EYED EGG EMERGENCE EMIGRATION

RANGE PEAK PEAKA RANGE

Steelhead (late Early Mar -late Late Apr Late May Early Jul Mid Apr —mid Jun
winter) May

Chinook Late Aug —early Mid Sep Mid Oct Late Mar Variable (year round
Nov with late spring and

late summer peaks)$

Coho Late Oct —mid Late Nov Early Mar Late May Mid Apr —mid Jun
JanA

Pink Late Jul —mid Late Aug - - Early Apr —late
Sep Mays

Chum Mid Nov —early Mid Dec - - Mid Mar —mid Juri
Jan

A Based on hatchery temperature units for each stock and river thermograph data (L. Ward and D. Morrill, LET Fisheries Department,
personal communications).

B Dilley and Wunderlich (1990).

~ Hiss (1994).

Based on 1995 Elwha chum salmon emigration study (R. Peters, USFWS, personal communication).

Table 3. Major fish re-introduction activities cznd associated costs.
1VIAJOR ACTIVITIES COSTS ($K)

YEARS R/~NTER CHINOOK COHO PINK CHUM SOCliEYE HATCHERY FIELD TOTAL

STHD SUPPORTS SUPPORT

n-2 Collect brood Assist w/ 0 78 78
&pilot rear Dungeness

recovery

n-1 Collect Transfer eggs Maintain Coliect 68 97 165
brood; out-of-basin brood; outpiant ~ brood;
outplant fry eggs/fry outplant

eggs/fry

n Collect Collect brood Assess 84 103 l87
brood;
outplant fry

(maximum
removal &

~ ~ passage

transfer eggs;
outplant

n+l Collect Continue Improve 84 103 187
brood;
outplant fry ~ b ~

(but with
maximum

passage as
needed

and pre- brood
smolts removal)
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YEAR WINTER

STND

n+2 Maintain

brood;
outplant;

survey
returns

n+3

V

- Appendix 2: Elwha River Fish Restoration Plan

MAJOR ACTIVITIES COSTS ($K)

CHINOOK COHO ~ PINK CHUM SOCKEYE - HATCHERY FIELD TOTAL

SUPPORTS SUPPORT

Restore Elwha Outplant Continue Remove 85 t l3 199
brood run; Dungeness stock screens
outpiant ~ from lake

outlet

Continue & Continue & 84 L 13 l97
survey returns survey

returns

n+4 jL Outptant & n_
~7 ~7

Outplant & n
~7

85 t13 l99
survey returns survey returns

n+5 n n n
C7 C7 C7

n
C7

n
C7

Survey 84 1(3 197

n-F6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n
C7

85 ll3 199

n+7 ~ ~ ~ ~j ~ ~ 84 113 197

n+8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g5 113 199

n+9 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 81 I10 19l

n+10 b ~ b 17 95 LL2

Total 928 1379 2306

A Year n is dam removal

e Hatchery production costs at $3.50/lb. of fish produced.

~ Evaluation (survey) and outplanting costs. Evaluation costs consist of project personnel (I fiill-time biologist at $35,000/yr and 3 half-time
biologists at $25,000/yr); equipment O&M at 10% of capital costs (table 3) annually; and helicopter service during survey years (20 hr/yr at
$535/hr). Outplanting costs at $3.65/(b by air and $0.65/lb for ground transpoR.

Table 4. Outplant schedule
STOCK OUTPLANT OUTPLANT TARGET TARGET TARGET HATCHERY

LOCATION METFIOD OUTPLANT OUTPLANT OUTPLANT

SEASON NUMBER SIZE

Winter Goldie and Air Spring/early 1,728,000 Swim-up fry LET
steelhead Hayes Rivers summer (1,800/Ib)

Winter Mid-river Ground Early spring 145,000 Pre-smolts
steelhead acclimation sites - (9/lb)

(Little R. and L.
Sutherland)

Chinook (early) RM 34-42 Air Early spring 172,800 Fry (180/lb) LET/WDFW
Elwha and
Soleduc

Chinook Mid-river Ground Spring 200,000 Fry (120- LET/WDFW
acclimation sites 150/lb) Elwha and
(Little R. and L. Soleduc
Sutherland)

Chinook RM 5-16 Ground Spring 180,000 Fingerling
(90/lb)

Coho Mid-river side Air Spring 1,152,000 Swim-up fry LET
channels (1,200/lb)
.(Elkhorn and
Press Valley)

Pink RM 5-16 Ground Spring 315,000 Smolt WDFW

..~
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STOCK OUTPLANT OUTPLA[YT TARGET TARGET TARGET HATCHERY

LOCATION METHOD OUTPLANT OUTPLANT OUTPLANT

SEASON NUMBER SIZE

{Dungeness) (1,125/lb) Dungeness
and eggs

Chum RM 5-16 Ground; Spring 650,000 Smolt LET
RSIs (450/lb) and

eggs

Table 5. Hatchery-related capital costs.
ITEM COST ($K~

Tribal Fish-Production Facility

-Mobilization 176.4

-Upgrade existing production wells 60

-Install new site supply drain 190

-Constnict new broodstock holding facilities 320

-Conshuct new incubation facility 380

-Constnict 8 new intermediate raceways 640

-Site electrical distribution 100

-Upgrade utility and install new service entrance 125

-Upgraded and new standby power generation 150

-Alarm and control monitoring system 75

-Equipment storage shed 20

-Upgraded and new fish rearing units 80

-New outfall' 28p

-Administration, contingency, engineering 1,460.6

Sub-total: 4,057

WDFW Fish-Production Facilities

-Build additional incubation facilities at Soleduc Hatchery 114

-Move fish to Soleduc Hatchery and mark them 491

-Move fish and incubation facilities back to Elwha, administer 190
program

-Indirect Costs 199 -

Sub-total: 994

Outplanting and Evaluation Equipment

Boat 10

Truck 25

Distribution tank 3

Miscellaneous 20

Subtotal: 58

Total: 5,109
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